ABSTRACT. This paper investigates various radicals and radical congruences of a semigroup. A strongly prime ideal is defined. It is shown that the nil radical of a semigroup is the intersection of all strongly prime ideals of the semigroup. Furthermore, a semigroup with zero element is nil if and only if it has no strongly prime ideals. We investigate the question of when the left and right radical congruence relations of various radicals are equal. Some theorems analogous to theorems concerning the radicals of rings are also proved.
1. Introduction. Just as in the case for rings, various radicals of semigroups have been studied. In this paper we shall examine further some properties of the nil radical of a semigroup.
Let N(S) denote the nil radical of a semigroup 5. An ideal P of the semigroup 5 is strongly prime if there exists a subsemigroup M of S such that P is the largest ideal of 5 not meeting M, i.e., P= {aES:SxaSx C\M=0}.
A strongly prime ideal is prime. It is shown that N(S) is the intersection of all strongly prime ideals of 5. Furthermore, a semigroup 5 with zero element is nil if and only if 5 has no strongly prime ideals.
H. J. Hoehnke has used congruence relations effectively to study the structure of semigroups. We shall investigate the question of when the left and right radical congruence relations introduced by Hoehnke are equal. Hoehnke defines radÄ 5, the right nil radical congruence of a semigroup 5. One can similarly define radL 5, the left nil radical congruence of a semigroup 5. It is not true that radL 5 = radÄ 5. In fact, if 5 is a left zero semigroup then radÄ 5 is the universal relation while rad¿ 5 is the identity relation.
The right nil radical congruence of a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a group with zero will be considered in detail. It will be shown that this congruence relation is completely determined by the subgroups of the group and the positions of the nonzero entries of the sandwich matrix. Furthermore, the right nil radical -180 REBECCA SLOVER congruence of a regular Rees matrix semigroup equals the left nil radical congruence if and only if they are both the identity relation.
In the final section of this paper the right and left Jacobson radical congruences of 5, denoted by ridR 5 and radL 5 respectively, are defined. This congruence relation has been studied extensively (see [1] , [4] , [5] , [8] , [10] , and [11] ). It has been known that if T is an ideal of a ring, then the Jacobson radical of T equals the intersection of T with the Jacobson radical of the ring. It is natural to expect a similar result for the congruence relation radß 5. Indeed, it will be shown that if T is an ideal of the semigroup 5 then radÄ T is the relation iaàR S restricted to T. It will also be shown that if T is an ideal of 5 such that radÄ S/T = rid¿ S/T and ïâdR T = rad¿ T then ïâdR 5 = rädL 5.
Finally, it is proved that if 5 is a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a group with zero then radÄ 5 is completely determined by the positions of the nonzero entries of the sandwich matrix and radÄ 5 = radL 5. Thus, for such a semigroup, it is not necessarily true that the right nil radical congruence equals the right Jacobson radical congruence.
The author would like to express her appreciation to the referee, whose suggestions have substantially improved the paper.
2. The nil radical. Throughout this paper 5 will always denote a semigroup and 51 will be the semigroup obtained from 5 by adjoining an identity element 1. An element aE S such that as = a for each s E S is a left zero of 5. The set 0L(5) of all left zeros of 5 is either void or is an ideal of 5 contained in every ideal of 5. If 0L(5) is nonvoid then S/0L(S), the factor semigroup of 5 modulo 0L(5), contains zero. Let nil rad(5/0L(5)) be the sum of all nil ideals of S/0L(S). Let NL(S) be the ideal of 5 such that NL(S)IQL(S) = nil rad(5/0¿(5)). If 0L(S) = 0, let NL(S) = 0. Note that nil rad(5/0L(5)) contains each nil left ideal and each nil right ideal of S/0L(S).
One can similarly define NR(S), the right nil radical of 5. It is well known that any left zero of 5 must equal any right zero of 5. Thus, if both NL(S) and NR(S) are nonvoid then they are equal. When this is the case, then the nil radical of 5 will be denoted by N(S). Lemma 2.1. A strongly prime ideal is prime.
Proof. Let P be a strongly prime ideal of 5 and let M be a subsemigroup of 5 such that P is the largest ideal of 5 not meeting M. Let each of A and B be an ideal of 5 such that ABCP.AQlP, and B <2 P. Since AVP and B U P are ideals of 5 properly containing P then (AVP)nMi= 0
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and (BUP)C\M± 0. Let a E (A UP) DM and b E (B U P) n M. Since P n M = 0 then aEADM and similarly b E B n M Thus ab E AB n M CP C\ M = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, if /!/? Ç /* then either AÇP or ßCP.
Definition. Let P(S) be the set of all strongly prime ideals of a semigroup 5. If P is a strongly prime ideal of 5 and M is a subsemigroup of 5 such that P is the largest ideal of 5 not meeting M then we shall say that M is a subsemigroup associated with P. Proof. Suppose that 5 is nil. Let P be a strongly prime ideal and let M be a subsemigroup associated with P. Let * be an element of M. Since 5 is nil, there exists a positive integer n such that x" = 0. Thus x" E {0} n M ÇP (~\M = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus if 5 is nil then P(5) is void.
Conversely, suppose that 5 is not nil. Let x be an element of 5 which is not nilpotent. Let X={x":n a positive integer}. Thus X is a subsemigroup of 5. Let U = {U: U is an ideal of 5 such that U n X = 0}. Since {0} e U, then U is nonempty. Let /,= U{7et/^-Then ? is a maximal ideal of 5 such that P C\ X = 0. Thus P is an element of ?(S). Proof. See Corollary 6.15 of [4] .
We shall now consider a semigroup 5 such that radfi 5 ¥= radL 5. Let 5 be a set containing at least three elements. Let (5, ° ) be the left zero semigroup on 5. Thus, if x, y E S then x ° y = x. If M is a right 5-system then MS ç FM. Thus 5 has no irreducible right 5-system and iadR S is the universal relation. However, rad¿ 5 is the identity relation.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we shall use notation found in [2] . Thus M°(G, /, A, P) will be a regular Rees / x A matrix semigroup over a group with zero G°, with sandwich matrix P -(P\¡). Since M° is regular, by Lemma 3.1 of [2] , each row and each column of P contains a nonzero entry.
The identity element of G will be denoted by e.
The right nil radical congruence of M° will now be studied. Throughout this section let a be a modular right congruence on M° with left identity x such that M°/a is irreducible. If v6JH°, let Ky = {(U X): (i, X) G / x A, there exists (a)iK E M° such that (a)iX ay}. It will be shown later that the Jacobson radical congruence of M° does not depend upon the subgroups of G but merely upon the positions of the nonzero entries of P. Suppose that e is an element of C\M^T M° which is not right quasiregular. Thus there exists a right congruence t on .5 such that t is not the universal relation and e is a left identity modulo t. By Theorem 1 of [10] , let o be a maximal right congruence on 5 which contains t. Thus a is a modular maximal right congruence on 5 and e is a left identity modulo a. 
Proof. Suppose that o E 2S suchthat NL(S)la <tF(S/a). Let x E NL(S) suchthat x0EF(S/o). By Theorem 6.2 of [4]
, S/aÇ_TR. Since xa E F(S/a) and S/o is irreducible then xpS = S/a. Let e be a left identity modulo a and let sG5 suchthat xas = ea. Since xsENL(S), let p be a positive integer such that (xsf E 0L(S). Thus (xs)% = (xs)?S = eaS = S/a, which contradicts the fact that a is not the universal relation on 5. Therefore, for each a E Hs, NL(S)la Ç F(S/a). Thus if / is a nil ideal of 5 then I/a E F(S/a) for each a E 2S.
Conversely, suppose that / is an ideal of 5 which is not nil. By Theorem 5.2, let METR suchthat I(tM°. By Theorem 6.2 of [4] , let a E 2S such that M^S/a. Since I<tM°, let mEM, i EI, bESx suchthat mib = m and m E FM. Since M = S/a, there exists s G 5 such that sCTi'ô = sa and s0 6É F(S/a). Thus sib G / such that (si7j)a E F(S/a).
Lemma 5.5. Let aE"Es and T be a right ideal of S such that T/a <2 F(S/a). Then T intersects each element of S/a.
Proof. Let t E T such that ta € F(S/a). Since S/a is an irreducible right 5-system then taS = S/a. Thus if x0 E S/a there exists s G 5 such that tas -xa. Thus tsExa n T and T intersects each element of S/o.
Notation. Let T be a subsemigroup of 5 and let a be a right congruence on 5. Then a\T will denote a restricted to T. Thus a\T is a right congruence on T defined as follows: If t.uET then t a\T u if and only if tau.
Theorem 5.6. Let S be a semigroup such that NL(S)& 0. If T is an ideal of S then ïadR T = rädÄ S\T.
Proof. First suppose that TCNL(T). It will now be shown that T has no totally irreducible right T-system. Suppose that M is a totally irreducible right T-system and mEM such that tti G FM. Since M is irreducible then mT = M. Let t be an element of T such that mt = tti. By Theorem 5.2, t E T Ç NL(T) Ç M°. Thus mt = m implies tti G FM, which is a contradiction.
Therefore T has no totally irreducible right TAsystem and rädR T is the universal relation on T.
If radfi 5 is the universal relation on 5 then râd^ T = rädÄ S\T. If radÄ5 is not the universal relation on 5, let oGSs.
Suppose that T/o <t F(S/a). By Lemma 5.5, let e be an element of T which is a left identity modulo a. Since e ET CNL(T), let p be a positive integer such that THE RADICALS OF A SEMIGROUP 191 e? E 0L(T). Thus, S/o = eaS = epa+ XS = e£e5 Ç e£r = e£, which contradicts the fact that a is not the universal relation. Thus T/a C F(S/a). Therefore if t.uET then t0, ua E F(S/o), which implies tau. Thus a\T is the universal relation on T for each a E 2S. Therefore rad^ S\T = the universal relation on T= rädß T. Now suppose that T<tNL(T). By Theorem 5.2, there exist totally irreducible right T'-systems. Let t be an element of 2r and e be a left identity modulo t. If a, b ES let a yT b if and only if ap r bp for each pET. It will be shown that yT is a right congruence on 5 with left identity e such that t = TT|r.
It is clear that yT is an equivalence relation on 5 with left identity e. Let a, b, sES such that a 7T b. Since T is an ideal of 5 then spET for each p G T. Therefore a(sp) r ¿>(sp) for each p in T. Thus as yT bs and yT is a right congruence on 5.
Let t, uET such that ítií. Since r is a right congruence on T, then tp t up for each p in I Thus t yT u and t CyT\T. Let z be an element of 0L(S). Therefore z G T and (ze)r = zT =£ eT = (ee\. Thus z ^T e and 7T|r is not the universal relation on T. Since r is maximal, t -yT\T.
It will now be shown that yT E 2S. To establish the fact that yT is maximal, let ß be a right congruence on 5 containing yT. Either |3|r is the universal relation on T or ß\T = t. Suppose that ß\T is the universal relation on T. Then e ß z. But e is a left identity modulo ß. Thus if s G 5, z^ = zßs = e^s = Sß. Therefore ß is the universal relation on 5. Now suppose that ß\T = t. Let a, bES such that a ß b. Thus ea 0 eb. Since ea, eô G T and (317 = t then ea t eft. Thus ap r eap t eôp t bp for each p in T Therefore a 7T b, which implies 7T = ß. Therefore yT E 2S and yT\T = t. Thus rädÄS|7' = fi oirç fi 7TI7,= f) r = mdRT. oGZs reSj. t62j.
Conversely, since T<tNL(T) then TÚNL(S). By Lemma 5.4, let a G 2S suchthat T/o<£F(S/o). It will be shown that al^G 2r. By Lemma 5.5, let eET such that e is a left identity modulo a. Let t be a right congru-' ence on T suchthat o\TÇt. Construct yT as above, i.e., a yT b if and only if ap t bp for each p in T. Thus yT is a right congruence on 5. To show that o Ç yT let a, bES such that doft. Since e is a left identity modulo a, ea a eb. Since ea, eb E T then eaa|7/eô. Thus ap a\T eap a\T ebp a\Tbp for each p in T But a If Ç t. Thus ap r èp for each p in T. Therefore a yT b and o Ç yr.
But a is maximal. Thus either yT = a or yT is the universal relation on 5. Suppose that yT is the universal relation on 5. Let z be an element of 0L(S). Since z yT e and e E T then ze t ee. Thus z t e and, since e is a left identity modulo r, r is the universal relation on T. On the other hand, suppose that yT = a. Let t.uET such that t tu. Therefore tp t up for each per, which implies that t yT u. But yT = a; thus t a\T u. Therefore t Ç a\T. Thus t = air. Since either a\T = r or t is the universal relation on T, then a\T is a maximal right congruence on T. Thereforẽ ñdRT = fi t ç n{o|7/: a E 2S, T/a QlF(S/a)} = C\ o\T= radÄ Sir. If aP\kc = 0 then (a)i\(c)kßGxo and W/TrWfcu6^-In either case, (a)iX(c)kß aoe (b)j1T(c)kß, which implies that au is a right congruence on M°.
It is clear that x0 is the zero element of iW/a^. Since P is regular, let m EI such that píüm =£ 0. Thus au is not the universal relation. Furthermore, it will now be shown that (pZm)mio is a left identity modulo ow. Since similar theorems may be proved for the left Jacobson radical congruence, we have Corollary 5.9. rädL M° = rädÄ M°.
In the previous section, radL M° = radÄ M° if and only if both congruences are the identity relation. However, since rad¿ M° = radRM°, then it is not necessarily true that the right Jacobson radical congruence of M° equals the right nil radical congruence of M°. ■ Corollary 5.10. Let S be a semigroup with zero element which satisfies the ascending and descending chain conditions on left and right ideals. Then rad¿ 5 = radR 5. 
